Understanding DNA damage: Modeling how
low energy electrons damage DNA may
improve radiation therapy
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such as in cancer treatments.
"The way by which these electrons can damage
DNA, and how much damage they inflict,
quantitatively, is of major importance not only for
general radiation protection purposes, but also for
improving the efficiency and safety of therapeutic
and diagnostic radiation therapy," said Michel
Fromm, the lead researcher from Université de
Franche-Comté in Besançon, France, whose
expertise is in creating nanometer-scaled DNA
layers. His co-author on the paper is Leon Sanche,
of Sherbrooke University Québec, Canada, who is
one of the world's leading authorities on LEE
research.
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Every day, all day, our DNA gets beaten up by
chemicals and radiation—but remarkably, most of
us stay healthy. Now, an investigation by a team of
French and Canadian researchers has produced
insights into a little-studied but common radiation
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The team has devised the first rough model of a
close DNA cellular environment under threat from
LEEs, revealing for the first time their effects on
DNA in natural, biological conditions. Their work
appears in The Journal of Chemical Physics.
The team's work is an important step forward in
understanding how LEEs injure DNA because it
provides a realistic experimental platform for
analysis of results. The goal is to use this
knowledge to improve current uses of radiation,

The team explored specific features of a small DNA
molecule called a plasmid on a specialized thin film
they created, which was irradiated by an electron
gun. The impact produced transient particles called
anions, which dissociate into "pieces" of DNA.
When analyzed, these molecular fragments provide
insight into the mechanisms of DNA strand breaks
and other DNA injuries that health researchers
seek to understand, repair and prevent.
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"The fascinating point is that each time the close
environment of DNA changes, new mechanisms of
interaction of LEEs appear," Fromm said.
More information: The article, "Dissociative
Electron Attachment to DNA-Diamine thin films:
Impact of the DNA close environment on the OHand O- Decay Channels" by Omar Boulanouar,
Michel Fromm, Christophe Mavon, Pierre Cloutier
and Léon Sanche appears in The Journal of
Chemical Physics. dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4815967
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